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ADULT  
CLASSES
Adult class descriptions can be found online.  
If you need help finding the right class, the  
registration staff will be happy to assist you.  
The best way to reach us is by email at  
transactions@worcesterart.org; your question  
will be forwarded to the person or department  
most appropriate to answer your question. Unless 
noted, supply lists are available at the  first class.

Important Dates
Adult Classes Open House – Thursday, September 3, 2015  
Fall Classes Begin – Monday, September 14  
Youth Classes Begin – Saturday, September 19 
Columbus Day – Closed, Monday, October 12 
Fall Classes End – Monday, November 23 
Thanksgiving – Closed,  
    Thursday, November 26 – Sunday, November 29 
December Workshops Begin – Tuesday, December 1 
December Workshops End – Saturday, December 19 
Holiday Break – Closed,  
    Thursday, December 24 - Sunday, December 27 
Youth Vacation Workshops –  
    Monday, December 28 - Thursday, December 31  
New Year’s Day – Closed,  
    Friday, January 1 - Sunday, January 3, 2016 
Winter Classes Begin – Monday, January 11 
Youth Classes Begin – Saturday, January 23 
President’s Day – Closed, Monday, February 15 
Feb Fun Vacation Workshops 
   Tuesday, February 16 - Friday, February 19 
Winter Session Ends – Monday, March 21
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ART HISTORY
12 to 1:30pm
Leonardo da Vinci: His Life, His Works,  
His Times / 15FAHST300
Antonella Douchette - In a period of cultural and 
artistic awakening, Leonardo embodied the spirit 
of the Renaissance in his restless endeavor to 
understand, recreate, and conquer Nature. He 
left behind an ample production of writings on 
several subjects, from anatomy to painting, yet 
his personality and private life remain enigmatic. 
He wrote: “If you are alone you belong entirely to 
yourself”; learn about this solitary Genius and his 
art through a series of PowerPoint presentations 
and Gallery visits. 
W 5 classes: 9/30-10/28
Member $90 Nonmember $115

WAM’s BIG WORKS / 15FAHST305
Jim Welu - This series of three lectures will look 
closely at key artworks featured in the Museum’s 
collection. Each lecture will focus on one work of 
art. Highlighted pieces will include Hunting Scene, 
the Chapter House, and Sargent’s Lady Warwick 
and Her Son.
W 3 classes: 11/4-11/18
Member $45 Nonmember $60

Pre-Columbian Art: The Worcester  
Connection / 15FAHST341
Jim Welu - This illustrated lecture reveals the  
little-known story of Worcester’s seminal role in 
the discovery and recognition of Pre-Columbian 
art. Worcester’s interest in Pre-Columbian art 
dates back to the middle of the 19th-century 
when, long before he founded the Worcester 
Art Museum, Stephen Salisbury III took a keen 
interest in Mesoamerican cultures. Learn the 
fascinating stories of how this collecting resulted in 
the Worcester Art Museum’s outstanding holdings 
of Pre-Columbian art.  
Su 1 class: 11/15
Member $35 Nonmember $50

WAM Acquisition- Mickalene Thomas  
Collage / 15FAHST328
Nancy Burns – How do Museum’s acquire  
new works of art? What do curators look for?  
Join WAM’s Assistant Curator of Prints, Drawings, 
and Photographs, Nancy Burns as she discusses 
the new acquisition of American artist Mickalene 
Thomas’ collage.
Th 1 class: 9/17
Member $35 Nonmember $50

Designer Steel: Form, Function, and Fashion 
in the Age of Armor / 15FAHST362
Jeffrey Forgeng - Modern body armor has to 
balance cost, protection, and encumbrance, but 
the steel armor of the Higgins collection was as 
much fashion statement as battle gear, turning a 
knight’s body into an arrow-proof work of art. This 
presentation will look at the practical and esthetic 
influences that shaped the development of armor 
during its heyday from the 1300s to the 1600s.
F 1 class: 10/9
Member $35 Nonmember $50

1 to 4pm
Art History: Myths, Angels, Demons,  
& Heroes / 15FAHST325
Donalyn Schofield - Enjoy this lecture class as 
you explore topics through interactive PowerPoint 
lectures and gallery visits to the Museum’s  
collection.Within the theme of myths, learn how 
the images of angels, demons, and heroes  
developed and changed throughout art history. 
Th 6 weekly classes: 9/17-10/22
Member $150 Nonmember $175

CALLIGRAPHY
1 to 4pm
A Taste of Calligraphy / 15FACAL301A
CJ Kennedy - Calligraphy is defined as the art of 
beautiful writing. Using a broad-edge pen and ink, 
students will create graceful and elegant letters in 
Italic, a style of handwriting used in the 15th and 
16th centuries. We will look to the Museum  
collection for inspiration and to reinforce lessons. 
This five-week class will give beginning students 
an overview of lowercase and simplified upper-
case letters while engaging continuing students 
with more in-depth topics and an independent 
course of study. Beginners must bring to the 
first class: a pad of graph paper, a pencil, and a 
calligraphic marker. The instructor will go over 
the materials list during the first class. Continuing 
students bring your usual supplies. 
Th 5 classes: 9/17-10/15
Member $125 Nonmember $150

A Taste of Calligraphy/ 15FACAL301B
CJ Kennedy - See description above.
Th 5 classes: 10/22-11/19
Member $125 Nonmember $150
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6 to 9pm
A Taste of Calligraphy / 15FACAL301C
CJ Kennedy - See description on page 6.
W 5 classes: 9/16-10/14
Member $125 Nonmember $150

A Taste of Calligraphy / 15FACAL301D
CJ Kennedy - See description on page 6.
W 5 classes: 10/21-11/18
Member $125 Nonmember $150

COMPUTER ARTS
9:30am to 12:30pm
Advanced Photoshop / 15FACMP600
Richard Hoyer - This course is a follow-on to 
the Intro to Photoshop class. The course is for 
students working in digital imaging, photography, 
graphic design, publishing, or other roles  
that involve day to day use of Photoshop. It 
aims to provide more experienced users with the  
knowledge and hands-on experience in  
techniques necessary to create, manipulate and  
edit professional quality images with skill and  
precision. Includes lab fee.                                                                                                    
W 10 classes:  9/16-11/18                                                                                                                                       
Member $265 Nonmember $290

DRAWING
9:30am to 12:30pm
Zen Drawing / 15FADRW327
Patti Kelly - Turn your doodling into art. Learn how 
to use your daydreaming doodles as the basis 
for personal artwork. Explore patterns and design 
to the extreme from postage size to mural size. 
Open to all levels.
M 10 classes: 9/14-11/23
Member $255 Nonmember $280

Beginning Drawing / 15FADRW102A
Patti Kelly - Begin or continue to learn the funda-
mentals of drawing. Sharpen your observation 
and composition skills by working in a variety of 
drawing materials. Visit the Museum for inspiration 
and practice drawing from a model. Model fee is 
included.
Th 10 classes: 9/17-11/19
Member $265 Nonmember $290

Pastel Drawing / 15FADRW301
Ella Delyanis - From quick sketches to rich, paint-
erly applications, experiment with pastels as you 
become comfortable with this versatile medium.  
Tu 10 classes: 9/15-11/17
Member $255 Nonmember $280

9:30am to 3:30pm
Travel Journals / 15FADRW305
Nan Hass Feldman - In this one day workshop 
students will learn some creative techniques 
designed to make you fall in love with art journal-
ing while you travel. Journaling helps you to slow 
down to live in the moment, enjoying what you 
see, and creating lasting memories of your travels. 
All levels welcome. 
Su 1 class: 11/8
Member $65 Nonmember $80

Members save on classes! Join today at worcesterart.org/join 7



6 to 9pm
Beginning Drawing / 15FADRW102B
Ella Delyanis - Begin or continue to learn the 
fundamentals of drawing. Sharpen your powers of 
observation and composition, as you use a variety 
of media to translate what you see into drawings.  
Model fee is included.
M 10 classes: 9/14-11/23
Member $265 Nonmember $290

Color Pencil / 15FADRW311
Jill Pottle - Create beautiful color drawings in a  
variety of materials, exploring texture effects,  
glazing value, and color theory in each unique  
medium. Specific exercises will provide you with 
the background to develop projects on your own 
and enhance your mastery of drawing with color. 
M 10 classes: 9/14-11/23
Member $255 Nonmember $280

Sketch Book Hacks / 15FADRW311
Jamie Buckmaster - A class completely dedicated 
to sketching! This five-week class will introduce 
you to keeping a sketchbook, finding the  
right tools for your process, learn how to sketch 
and draw with a variety of simple techniques, and 
offer easy exercises that will help you to find your 
own unique sketching style. 
Th 5 classes: 10/1-10/29
Member $125 Nonmember $150

DRAWING & PAINTING
9:30am to 4pm
Color and Light Intensive / 15FADAP409
Bill Griffiths - Take advantage of this unique  
opportunity to expand your knowledge of color 
and light with a master colorist.   
W 10 classes: 9/16-11/18
Member $475 Nonmember $500

1 to 4pm
Explore Drawing into Painting / 15FADAP312
Randy LeSage - From the spontaneous to the 
planned, from black & white to color, use  
graphite, charcoal, crayons, inks, paints, etc.  
to expand upon imagery you have not fully  
developed. Bring drawing media, including  
graphite and charcoal, to the first class. In this 
workshop individual students will explore their 
own painting style.
Tu 10 classes: 9/15-11/17
Member $255 Nonmember $280

Landscape Drawing and Painting / 
15FADAP502
Ella Delyanis
Learn to capture this accessible subject in the 2D 
medium of your choice. Working from photo-
graphs, sketches, and the Museum collection, 
develop ideas as you explore perspective, color, 
light, and composition.
W 10 classes: 9/16-11/18
Member $255 Nonmember $280

MIXED MEDIA
9:30am to 12:30pm
Figure Workshop / 15FAMXD511
Elaine Smollin - New trends in contemporary 
figurative painting is the focus of this studio 
workshop. All color media are welcome. We will 
paint rapid color sketches and long poses from 
the life model and focus on individual experiments 
with paint handling, color, and scale. Knowledge 
of contemporary art is needed or strongly desired. 
Model fee is included
Tu 10 classes: 9/15-11/17
Member $275 Nonmember $300

1 to 4pm
Altered Books & Objects  
for Artist’s & Writers / 15FAMXD457
Donalyn Schofield - Alter to re-create existing 
books that showcase your art work or writing  
using collage techniques combining collage 
papers, photographs, and other materials using 
glues to create a dynamic new “book.” Work in 
3-dimensions using books or other found objects 
to create sculptures. 
Tu 10 classes: 9/15-11/17
Member $255 Nonmember $280

Fiber Art: Spin, Knit, Dye / 15FAMXD342
Jane Lattimore - Learn to spin sheep’s wool on a 
hand spindle or get started knitting. Experiment 
with color combinations inspired by works of art 
in the Museum galleries. Learn how to dye yarn 
and roving. Get help with a knitting project you are 
working on. Learn some new techniques. All levels 
welcome. Join us for an optional field trip to the 
Fiber Festival of New England on 11/7.
Su 10 classes: 9/20-11/15
Member $255 Nonmember $280
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PAINTING
9:30am to 12:30pm
Acrylic and Oil / 15FAPNT401
Bill Griffiths - Work on paper or canvas and 
explore acrylic or waterbased oil painting media. 
Color and design will be stressed through  
traditional and experimental approaches. Bring 
your acrylics or waterbased oil paints and paper  
or canvas grounds. 
Sa 10 classes: 9/19-11/21
Member $255 Nonmember $280

9:30am to 3:30pm
Palette Knife Workshop / 15FAPNT435
Nan Hass Feldman - Use palette knives and  
wide color shapers to work large and keep strokes 
bold and big. This method lends itself to working 
on larger sized paper, canvas, or panels while 
keeping strokes loose and gestural.
F 1 class: 9/18
Member $65 Nonmember $80

Pet Portrait Workshop / 15FAPNT352
Jill Pottle - If you are an animal lover and want to 
learn how to paint a portrait of your pet – with  
personality – this is the workshop for you! Whether 
you’re a beginner or a seasoned painter, discover 
how animals influence art today and learn how to 
incorporate animals into your work. 
Su 2 classes: 11/15, 11/22
Member $100 Nonmember $115

1 to 4pm
Painting Methods / 15FAPNT230
Jill Pottle - This course is for the beginner and 
intermediate painter who wants to learn or acquire 
more painting skills and a conceptual understand-
ing of contemporary approaches to painting. 
Students will work on perspective, color and  
composition projects while using specific color 
palette combinations.  
M 10 classes: 9/14-11/23
Member $255 Nonmember $280

6 to 9pm
Color and Light / 15FADAP402
Bill Griffiths - Work in any color medium  
including oils, pastels, watercolors, acrylics  
or colored pencils to create rich color and the  
luminous feeling of light. 
M 10 classes: 9/14-11/23
Member $255 Nonmember $280

1 to 4pm
Mixed Media Collage & Assemblage / 
15FAMXD458
Donalyn Schofield - Get creative and experiment 
with paper, found objects, photo montage, fabric 
and photocopying to create 2D and 3D collages. 
Combine collage with media such as ink, colored 
pencil and acrylic paint, and learn how to use acid-
free glues and attach objects to create exciting 
new 2D and 3D art in the most lasting and durable 
way. Bring your favorite materials and papers.
Th 10 classes: 9/15-11/17
Member $255 Nonmember $280

6 to 9pm
Folk and Fairy Tale / 15FAMXD381
Randy LeSage - A unique chance to visit or revisit 
classic folk and fairy tales through personal art 
making. We’ll choose from a selection of various 
tales or one(s) you enjoy (like Little Red Riding 
Hood) then work in drawing, painting, collage and 
printmaking. The instructor will show examples of 
artists’ works from the past and contemporary folk 
tradition. Bring drawing/painting supplies to the 
first class.
W 5 classes: 9/16-10/14
Member $125 Nonmember $150

Art for the Novice / 15FAMXD107
Bayada Asbridge - An eclectic sampler course for 
the novice artist to try variety of art such as draw-
ing, painting, sculpture, paper art, mixed media, 
printing, etc. Such variety will direct students to 
where their passion is for future classes.
W 5 classes: 9/16-10/14
Member $125 Nonmember $150

Social Through Art / 15FAMXD382
Randy LeSage - Printmaking has a bold tradition 
in the service of social issues. Through creating 
prints in response, students may develop works 
in relief, intaglio, lithography, and monotype. The 
instructor will offer examples and provide direction 
for beginners to advance printmakers.
W 5 classes: 10/21-11/18
Member $125 Nonmember $150
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Acrylic Painting / 15FAPNT201
Patti Kelly - Explore painting techniques, composi-
tion, color and creative expression in an upbeat 
and encouraging atmosphere. Learn brushwork, 
layering and color-mixing techniques. Emphasis is 
on individual attention.
Tu 10 classes: 9/15-11/17
Member $255 Nonmember $280

Abstract Painting / 15FAPNT203
Patti Kelly - Explore how to use color, texture and 
gesture to create expressive abstract paintings or 
mixed-media compositions through drawing and 
painting. Learn how to use acrylic gels, translucent 
glazes, molding paste, and much more. 
W 10 classes: 9/16-11/18
Member $255 Nonmember $280

Beginning Painting / 15FAPNT102
Ella Delyanis - Start with the basic materials; 
add the right tools and techniques. Let painting 
become a lifelong passion. View paintings in the 
galleries and then work with acrylics or oils on a 
still life, landscape, and portrait. Continue with the 
next session of the course (Beginning Painting II).  
Model fee is included per section. 
Th 10 classes: 9/17-11/19
Member $265 Nonmember $290

7 to 9pm
Techniques In Painting / 15FAPNT321
Martha Chirarchario - Students will explore fresco 
and tempera pieces from the Medieval collection. 
The second session will look at techniques used 
in oil paintings from the 15th to 20th century, end-
ing with the use of acrylics in the 20th century. 
Th 2 classes: 9/17, 9/24
Member $35 Nonmember $60

WAM CANVAS NIGHTS
7 to 9pm
 
Perfect for those who don’t consider themselves 
artists or creative in any way to the experienced 
studio artist. Each class will focus on a selected 
painting from WAM’s collection or a theme based 
on a current exhibition. Students will be guided 
step by step in a fun, relaxing environment that 
inspires everyone to enjoy the process of creating. 
Students will leave with a finished painting they 
will be proud to show off. All painting materials are 
included.

What Harbor by Arthur G. Dove / 
15FAPNT150A
Th 1 class: 9/24
Member $35 Nonmember $60

Cranes by Sakai Hoitsu / 15FAPNT150B
Th 1 class: 10/15
Member $35 Nonmember $60

Theorem Stencil Painting / 15FAPNT150C
Th 1 class: 11/19
Member $35 Nonmember $60

Getting Ready for Thanksgiving by  
Grandma Moses / 15FAPNT150D
Th 1 class: 12/10
Member $35 Nonmember $60

ASIAN BRUSH PAINTING
1 to 4pm
Asian Brush Painting / 15FAORT303
Sharon Smith Viles - The learning process for this 
technique is specific: using the brush strokes  
essential to the creation of spirited paintings. 
There is a wide span of experience and  
expertise among students who come to this  
class, so individualized instruction coupled with  
demonstration will be the method used.  
Tu 8 weekly classes: 9/15-11/3
Member $200 Nonmember $225
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10am to 2pm
It Is All About Bamboo Workshop /  
15FAORT203
Bayada Asbridge - This workshop will teach you 
how to paint bamboo stalks, leaves, and shoots. 
It will also show you how bamboos change with 
season and age. We will examine many Asian  
artists who painted bamboos and the different 
ways they approached this strong plant.
Su 1 class: 10/18
Member $35 Nonmember $60

It Is All About Orchid Workshop / 
15FAORT204
Bayada Asbridge - The graceful beauty of  
the orchid is in its fragility and femininity. This 
workshop will teach you the basic strokes of this 
wild flower and its leaves. Traditional Chinese 
painting shows two types of orchids: the LAN 
orchid, which has only one blossom on a stem, 
and the Hsu orchid, which has a long stem with 
many blossoms. 
Su 1 class: 10/25
Member $35 Nonmember $60

It Is All About The Plum Blossom / 
15FAORT205
Bayada Asbridge - The plum tree is known for 
bursting into a shower of blossoms in the dead of 
winter. The demeanor and character of the plum 
tree thereby serve as a metaphor for inner beauty 
and humility under adverse conditions.  
This workshop will teach you painting old trunks of 
plum trees, and new branches and flowers. 
Su 1 class: 11/1
Member $35 Nonmember $60

It Is All About The Chrysanthemums / 
15FAORT206
Bayada Asbridge - This workshop is about paint-
ing varieties of mums and their leaves. We will 
also look into how different Asian artists painted 
this flower and copy from them, then create our 
own composition.
Su 1 class: 11/8
Member $35 Nonmember $60

It Is All About The Lotus Flower / 
15FAORT207
Bayada Asbridge - This workshop is about paint-
ing the lotus flower in various stages of bloom, its 
pods, and massive leaves. We will also look into 
how traditional Asian artists, who were influenced 
by its beauty, painted this glorious flower. 
Su 1 class: 11/15
Member $35 Nonmember $60
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PHOTOGRAPHY
9:30am to 12:30pm
Developing Compositional and Critiques 
Skills / 15FAPHT395
Richard Hoyer - Composition applies to all art 
forms. Photography specifically looked to the 
tradition of painting from where so many of the 
so called “rules” were drawn. Whether you are an 
experienced photographer, a relative beginner, or 
a graphic designer, this course aims to extend your 
awareness of what is meant by composition and 
to understand that it does exist within a broader 
context. Lab fee is included.
M 10 classes: 9/14-11/23
Member $260 Nonmember $290

1 to 4pm
iPhoneography Basics / 15FAPHT362
Richard Hoyer - The iPhone is the most used 
camera in the world. In this workshop we will learn 
to shoot, edit, and share. With so many camera 
apps out there we will go over some of the best. 
We will discuss the HDR and Panoramic features 
in Apple’s native camera app, and when it’s ideal 
to use them. We will teach you how to unlock the 
power of sophisticated apps like Snapseed. Lab 
fee is included.
M 10 weeks: 9/14-11/23
Member $265 Nonmember $290

Photographing People Naturally / 
15FAPHT303
Norm Eggert - Learn how to make studio-quality 
portraits, using formal settings with studio lights, 
backgrounds, and informal settings with available 
lighting or flash. Learn to take great outdoor por-
traits with just your flash and/or a reflector as well 
as casual candid photographs. Lab fee is included.
F 8 weeks: 9/18-11/6
Member $210 Nonmember $235

Shooting for Stock Photography / 
15FAPHT439
Richard Hoyer - This workshop is aimed at helping 
you to get the most from your images with the 
potential to license and sell them through image 
libraries and other stock suppliers. Learn about 
the various licensing agreements available, the 
creative process in creating stock images. This 
will include in-depth advice on concept creation, 
models, locations, release requirements,  
submission standards, key wording, and good 
practice in post-production. 
Sa 10 weeks: 9/19-11/21
Member $255 Nonmember $280



Mastering Focus and Exposure / 
15FAPHT427
Richard Hoyer - This course includes instruction in 
understanding autofocus/manual focus, achiev-
ing an accurate focus with stationary subjects 
and subjects in motion, understanding exposure, 
understanding exposure meters and metering 
modes, evaluating exposure, understanding histo-
grams, using exposure compensation, using au-
tomatic exposure bracketing and using automatic 
exposure lock. Concluding with a presentation and 
discussion of dynamic range and high dynamic 
range (HDR) photography. Lab fee is included.
Su 10 weeks: 9/20-11/22
Member $265 Nonmember $290

6 to 9pm
How to Photography Anything / 15FAPHT342
Norm Egghert - Learn how to improve your  
photography skills while exploring popular 
subjects such as portrait, travel, nature and 
night photography. A variety of assignments will 
strengthen your photographic skills and give you 
confidence to photograph almost anything.  Lab 
fee is included.
M 10 weeks: 9/14-11/23
Member $265 Nonmember $290

iPhone Photography / 15FAPHT399
Norm Egghert - Learn how to get the most out of 
your iPhone and iPad to shoot and edit photo-
graphs. In this workshop, you will learn how to 
shoot, edit and share photographs using only 
iPhone, iPad or iPad Mini. You will learn simple 
tips and tricks that will take you photography to 
the next level.  Adjust and edit photos. Download 
photo apps and learn how to use them. Learn 
to import, save, and share photos. Lab fee is 
included.
Tu 3 weeks: 10/27-11/10
Member $60 Nonmember $85

PRINTMAKING
9:30am to 12:30pm
Monotype / 15FAPNT352
Randy LeSage - Embrace this painterly printmak-
ing medium creating one-of-a-kind prints. From 
simplicity to complexity, use brushes, rollers, 
textural materials, stencils, inks, crayons, single or 
multiple plates, small or large prints. The instruc-
tor will provide examples, demonstrations and 
guidance. Work at your pace, from beginners to 
experienced. Includes materials fee.
M 10 classes: 9/14-11/23
Member $265 Nonmember $290

Two Dimensional and  
Low Relief Art Making / 15FAPRT322
Randy LeSage - In the morning we’ll create block 
prints in linoleum, e-z-cut, or wood. In the after-
noon we’ll combine printing them with monotypes. 
The instructor will provide demonstrations and 
guidance. Includes materials fee. 
Tu 10 classes: 9/15-11/17
Member $265 Nonmember $290

9:30am to 3:30pm
Gelli Plate Landscape / 15FAPRT207
Nan Hass Feldman - Learn how to use a Gelli 
Plate to create multiple versions of landscape 
paintings. Using the additive method, these one-
of-a-kind prints can be refined with each succeed-
ing layer. Print 1-4 versions at a time. Gelli prints 
are challenging, loose, free, and gestural. Your 
landscape subject can be inspired by your mind, 
memory, photograph, or journal. Limited supplies 
will be provided. Please bring your own materials.
Sa 1 class: 12/5
Member $35 Nonmember $60

Gelli Plate Abstract / 15FAPRT307
Nan Hass Feldman - Learn how to use a Gelli 
Plate to create abstract designs for your prints. 
Focus on abstract and non-objective design 
oriented, textural monoprints of a subject matter 
of your choosing. Roll out paint, draw into with 
brushes, stamp and stencil designs, and create 
complex images composing and re-composing 
our textures and colors Limited supplies will be 
provided. Please bring your own materials. 
Su 1 class: 12/6
Member $35 Nonmember $60
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1 to 4pm
Solar Etching / 15FAPRT302
Randy LeSage - Learn all about the exciting  
possibilities of solar plate etching. Use film- 
covered metal plates to create images on  
transparencies. Work with media such as ink, 
gouache (opaque watercolor) or photo images  
to print directly on paper. 
Th 2 classes: 10/15, 10/22
Member $35 Nonmember $60

SCULPTURE
9:30am to 12:30pm
The Clay Pot / 15FASCL322
Elaine Smollin - Explore how clay artists across 
world cultures refined the most basic form. We 
will explore form in prehistoric “pots” and consider 
ideas concerning “primitivism” and “modernism.” 
Make your own collection of the most basic hand 
built pots. Includes clay fee.
M 10 classes: 9/14-11/23
Member $265 Nonmember $290

WATERCOLOR
9:30am to 12:30pm
Watercolor I / 15FAWAT192
Bill Griffiths - This class focuses on basic water-
color skills and how to add your own artistic vision 
to images from the world. 
M 10 classes: 9/14-11/23
Member $255 Nonmember $280

Watercolor I and II / 15FAWAT203
JoEllen Reinhardt - Through demonstrations and 
one-on-one instruction, learn techniques that will 
get you painting in the first class. Visit the galler-
ies for inspiration and continue to improve your 
technical and expressive skills.
W 10 classes: 9/16-11/18
Member $255 Nonmember $280

Advanced Watercolor / 15FAWAT501
Bill Griffiths - Continue to explore watercolor as a 
medium for self-expression while learning exciting 
new techniques. Receive individual instruction 
based on your work. Each class will introduce 
you to new things that will expand your range of 
watercolor techniques.
Th 10 classes: 9/17-11/19
Member $255 Nonmember $280

1 to 4pm
Watercolor and Light / 15FAWAT502
Bill Griffiths - Approach new watercolor techniques 
with an emphasis on color and light to bring a 
fresh dimension to your art.
Tu 10 weekly classes: 9/15-11/17
Member $255 Nonmember $280

6 to 9pm
Figure in Watermedia / 15FAWAT305
Randy LeSage - Work from life models for short 
and long poses. Learn basic anatomical struc-
tures, the expressive power of a human body, and 
composition strategies. Only water-based media 
will be used in this class.
Th 10 weekly classes: 9/17-11/19
Member $255 Nonmember $280

WRITING
6 to 9pm
Writers’ Workshop:  The Journey / 
15FAWRT388
James Beschta - A study/reflection based on  
individual experience, this course will examine  
key elements, some small, some major, about 
how we arrived at this place in our lives.  A  
workshop environment will promote and develop  
effective artistic writing skills while tracing our  
personal passages from childhood to the present.
Tu 10 classes: 9/15-11/17
Member $255 Nonmember $280

Double Exposure: Flash Fiction and Flash 
Nonfiction / 15FAWRT459
Laurel King - When large projects seem too  
daunting, the flash form can get you writing 
and keep you writing. Your longest story will be 
under 1,000 words, but don’t be surprised if you 
generate ideas for much longer work, too. The 
Rose Metal Press Field Guides will lead us in 
our exploration of flash fiction (edited by Tara L. 
Masih) and flash nonfiction (edited by Dinty W. 
Moore), as we experiment in both forms and look 
toward publication. 
W 8 classes: 9/16-11/4
Member $200 Nonmember $225
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Don’t Miss Our 
Fall Adult Classes  
Open House
Thursday, September 3, 5:30-7pm

M
or
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n
Ev

en
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g

• Beginning 
Drawing
• Advanced 
Watercolor

Thursday

• Art  
History: 
Myths, 
Angels, 
Demons  
& Heroes
• Solar  
Etching
• A Taste of 
Calligraphy

• Figure 
Watercolor
• Beginning 
Painting
• Sketch 
Book Hacks 
• Techniques 
in Painting
• WAM  
Canvas 
Nights

• Monotype 
• Zen Drawing 
• Watercolor I
• Developing 
Composi-
tional and 
Critiquing 
Skills

Monday

• Painting 
Methods
• iPhoneog-
raphy Basics

• Beginning 
Drawing
• How to 
Photography 
Anything 
• Color Pencil 
• Color and 
Light
• The Clay 
Pot

• Palette 
Knife  
Workshop 
• How to 
Photograph 
People 
Naturally

Friday 

• WAM 
Acquisition 
Lecture
• Designer 
Steel- Armor 
Lecture

• 2D Low 
Relief Art
• Figure 
Workshop
• Pastel 
Drawing

Tuesday

• Altered 
Books
• Watercolor 
and Light 
• Landscape 
Drawing and 
Painting
• Asian Brush 
Painting
• Explore 
Drawing into 
Painting

• Acrylic 
Painting
• iPhone 
Photography
• Writing the 
Journey 
• Mixed  
Media  
Collage & 
Assemblage

• Acrylic  
and Oil
• Gelli Plate 
Landscape 

Saturday

• Shooting 
for Stock 
Photography 

• Color  
and Light 
Intensive 
• Watercolor 
I & II

Wednesday

• Leonardo 
da Vinci  
Lecture
• WAM’s 
Big Works 
Lecture
• Advanced 
Photoshop
• Landscape 
Drawing and 
Painting

• Folk  
Fairy Tale
• Social 
Through Art
• Abstract 
Painting
• Double 
Exposure 
(Writing)
• Art for the 
Novice
• A Taste of 
Calligraphy

• Travel 
Journals
• Gelli Plate 
Abstract 
• Asian 
Brush  
Workshops

Sunday

• Pet  
Portraits
• Fiber Art: 
Spin, Knit, 
Dye
• Mastering 
Focus and 
Exposure
• Pre- 
Columbian 
Lecture

Adult Classes Calendar

Come to our special Thursday after-
work Open House and learn about all 
the exciting fall offerings. View studio 
demonstrations, talk with instructors 
about your artistic interests and goals, 
and discover which WAM art course 
resonates best with your creative spirit! 
This event is free and open to students 
of all levels and abilities.



Meet our Swords faculty!
Were you inspired by our Knights! and Samurai! exhibitions? WAM invites you to try our interactive  
sword workshops. They are ideal for students who are interested in metalwork, history, geometry, and 
more. Sign up for our weekly workshops to learn about the various swords and defense methods from  
Medieval Europe and Japan. These workshops are as much for your mind as for your body.

Krista Baker is the “Western” swords instructor for WAM’s youth and adult classes. 
She brings experience from past sword programs at Higgins Armory Museum, 
where she taught drop-in swordplay workshops. Krista’s workshops are centered 
on exploring the physical interpretation of combat based on the arms and armor 
exhibit and interpretation of historical western martial arts treatises. She is also 
versed in developing and implementing swordplay programs focused on bringing to 
life combat techniques of Vikings, knights, and pirates for youth. Krista has a B.S. in 
Chemistry and Biochemistry from Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

Gordon Fisher is the “Eastern” swords instructor for WAM’s youth and adult 
classes. Gordon began studying the arts of Okinawan Karate-do in 1973. In 1997 
Sensei began studying Iaido and Kendo at the Doshikai in Acton, MA. He received 
his Shodan from the All United States Kendo Federation for Iaido in 2001, the rank 
of Nidan in 2003, the rank of Sandan in 2005, and the rank of Yondan in 2008.  
Gordon is often seen on WAM Community Days leading demonstrations for all ages, 
such as how to handle light saber. Gordon leads workshops on a variety of different 
martial arts techniques for youth and adults. A common theme students will see 
throughout all of Gordon’s workshops is martial arts as protection and self-defense. 

SWORD WORKSHOPS
The Longsword / 15FASWD110
Krista Baker - In this drop-in workshop students 
will explore the technology and physicality of the 
longsword. How this weapon works is rooted in 
the development and interrelatedness of armor, 
engineering, and fighting goals. The workshop 
will be centered on some discussion of these 
points but more importantly exploring how to use 
a sword! This includes learning the parts of the 
sword, how to hold a sword and, the more exciting 
aspects, offensive and defensive cuts and guards.  
Best suited for ages 8 to adult.
Saturdays - 9/26, 10/3, 10/10, 10/17, 10/24, 10/31, 
11/7, 11/14, 11/21, 12/5, 12/12

The Samurai Experience / 15FASWD308
Gordon Fisher- In these workshop students will 
explore the truths and myths of the Samurai. 
Through hands-on lessons, demonstrations, and 
a brief history of culture and philosophy, students 
will gain an understanding of the martial arts used 
by Samurai Warriors of Japan. The Japanese 
martial arts were developed for the protection 
of family and community. Workshops will cover 
such topics as: the art of the sword (kenjutsu), 
the omote sword techniques of Katori Shinto Ryu, 
karate, and more.
Suitable for all ages. Sundays - 9/27, 10/4, 10/11, 
10/18, 10/25, 11/1, 11/8, 11/15, 11/22, 12/6, 12/13

Saturdays and Sundays 
12:30 to 1:30pm
Members $10 Nonmembers $15 per class

Experience great educational demonstrations and 
workshops focused on various weaponry and  
self-defense through the ages and across the 
globe. Join us, after WAM’s Arms + Armor 
programs, for an interactive hands-on workshop. 
These exciting workshops allow participants to try 
out different kinds of arms and stances used by 
knights, samurai, and beyond! 





YOUTH &  
TEEN 
CLASSES
WAM provides an environment where students 
can explore our collection, try new materials, learn 
about self-expression, and benefit from working with 
professional artists/educators. Our philosophy places 
value on the process of creating art. All materials 
are supplied for our youth + teen class programs. 
Classes meet and are dismissed from Lancaster 
Street lobby. Only registered students are allowed in 
the studios and galleries.
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Important Dates
Adult Classes Open House – Thursday, September 3, 2015  
Fall Classes Begin – Monday, September 14  
Youth Classes Begin – Saturday, September 19 
Columbus Day – Closed, Monday, October 12 
Fall Classes End – Monday, November 23 
Thanksgiving – Closed,  
    Thursday, November 26 – Sunday, November 29 
December Workshops Begin – Tuesday, December 1 
December Workshops End – Saturday, December 19 
Holiday Break – Closed,  
    Thursday, December 24 - Sunday, December 27 
Youth Vacation Workshops –  
    Monday, December 28 - Thursday, December 31  
New Year’s Day – Closed,  
    Friday, January 1 - Sunday, January 3, 2016 
Winter Classes Begin – Monday, January 11 
Youth Classes Begin – Saturday, January 23 
President’s Day – Closed, Monday, February 15 
Feb Fun Vacation Workshops 
   Tuesday, February 16 - Friday, February 19 
Winter Session Ends – Monday, March 21



In compliance with regulations, only certified and CORI-checked Museum  
personnel are allowed to accompany children ages 5-17 in any class program. 

YOUTH & TEEN CLASSES INFO
Youth Classes
Ages 3-5 w/adult These classes introduce young children to art materials and new  
experiences through studio activities, games, and stories. Required parent/guardian  
participation reinforces communication skills and assists children in developing  
motor skills. Shared and individual activities help children gain self-confidence as  
adults model life-long learning habits. These classes require one adult (guardian)  
per child enrolled.
Years 5+ w/adult Students of varying ages and a parent/guardian learn together about 
art materials through gallery visits and studio activities. Required parent/guardian 
participation reinforces creative thinking, design, implementation and assists younger 
students in developing these skills. These classes allow up to two children per one 
adult (guardian) enrolled.
Ages 5-7 Students are exposed to a broad range of ideas and art forms through  
medium-specific classes such as sculpture and painting, as well as through theme- 
based classes. Emphasis is on self-expression and experimentation.

Ages 8-10 & 11-13 Students strengthen creative confidence and technical abilities 
through medium-specific courses. Projects focus on developing observational and  
technical skills as well as furthering the student’s ability to think independently.

Teen Classes
Ages 14-17 Projects and critiques continue to help develop technical skills and support 
the student’s ability to make personal decisions about expression, style, and content.
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3-5 Years with an Adult
10am to 12pm
Art Together: Art in City Spaces and Country 
Places / 15FYMXD392
Priscilla Harvey - In this mixed-media class, you 
and your child will enjoy making art that is focused 
upon city and country environments. The archi-
tecture of Paul Klee’s imaginary cityscapes will be 
compared to the realistic buildings surrounding 
the museum. The beauty of Monet and Cezanne 
landscapes will inspire young artists to create their 
own country scenes. The city and country settings 
will offer so many art experiences to explore. This 
class requires one adult per child enrolled, please 
no additional siblings or infants.
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $225 Nonmember $250

5+ Years with an Adult
10am to 12pm
Families Fun: People and Places / 
15FYMXD381
Colleen Moore - Pack your art gear and we’re 
off to discover people, places, and cultures from 
around the world.  Come create with paint, paper, 
clay, and drawing tools. This class is designed for 
each student to experience art making with a par-
ent or other adult. Each adult can attend with up to 
two registered children.
F 8 classes: 9/18-11/6
Member $225 Nonmember $275

12:30 to 2:30pm
Families Fun: Family Portraits / 15FYMXD205
Ellen Donaldson - Learn how to create portraits in 
a variety of media as you explore representations 
of people WAM’s Folk Art, Lovingly Collected ex-
hibition and other Museum galleries. Learn basic 
drawing skills, experiment with tempera paint, and 
try your hand at sculpture, paper construction, and 
more. This class is designed for each student to 
experience art making with a parent or other adult. 
Each adult can attend with up to two registered 
children.
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $225 Nonmember $275

5-7 Years
10am to 12pm
Draw Paint Explore / 15FYDAP608
Jenn Falcon - Explore the museum collection to 
inspire your own artwork including inspirations 
from pieces with nature elements.  Have fun  
using a variety of materials in the studio to create 
images in paint, clay, and drawing.
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $175 Nonmember $200

12:30 to 2:30pm
It’s Raining Cats and Dogs / 15FYMXD217
Jenn Falcon - From ancient times to now  
people all over the world have had pets. There’s 
formidable Egyptian statues, friendly American 
folk paintings, and all different styles and media for 
you to try depicting your animal friends.
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $175 Nonmember $200

4 to 6pm
Drawing and Painting Once Upon a Time / 
15FYDRW308
Learn basic drawing and painting skills while  
creating fantastic worlds of your own. Create 
works on a variety of surfaces using drawing  
and painting materials such as pencils, craypas, 
and tempera.
Tu 8 classes: 9/22-11/10
Member $175 Nonmember $200

Rockets, Cars and Trucks 5-7 Years /  
15FYDRW413
Elena Cruz - Explore the art of drawing rockets, 
cars, trucks and other forms of transportation.  
Use art as inspiration and a variety of drawing and 
some 3D materials to create art on the move.
W 8 classes: 9/23-11/11
Member $175 Nonmember $200

Sculpture for Small Hands 5-7 Years / 
15FYSCL302
Have fun with clay, papier-mâché and  
recycled materials as you create animals,  
people, and objects.
Th 8 classes: 9/24-11/12
Member $175 Nonmember $200
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8-10 Years
10am to 12pm
Funky Sculpture 8-10 Years / 15FYSCL402
Harou Shiga - Imaginations will spark as we pull, 
push, bend and twist materials to create personal 
3D expressions.
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $175 Nonmember $200

Drawing and Painting in the Style of Great 
Artists / 15FYDAP438
Jessica Harris - Is there something special that 
you love to keep drawing and painting? This is 
your class. Each week students will be introduced 
to a new artist and style of working. Learn how to 
use paints, pastels and pencils to illustrate what 
you see. Practice observation skills drawing from 
objects in the Museum.
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $175 Nonmember $200

12:30 to 2:30pm
Art of Asia 8-10 Years / 15FYMXD451
Priscilla Harvey - The art forms of India, Japan 
and China will be connected to the ideals of the 
cultural traditions of these countries. Students will 
take a look at the printmaking, drawing, sculp-
ture and painting styles in the Asian galleries to 
observe how there is an emphasis on elegant 
simplicity and symbolism. Studio experiences 
will provide the opportunity for experimentation in 
these artistic genres.
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $175 Nonmember $200

4 to 6pm
Knight’s Mask in Clay / 15FYSCL457
Elaine Smollin - Step into a world of fantasy 
and discover your inner artist. Create your own 
knight’s mask using clay hand building techniques. 
Learn how to use an armature to build a 3D mask 
that’s all your own.
Tu 8 classes: 9/22-11/10
Member $175 Nonmember $200

Drawing and Painting Your World /  
15FYDAP310
Cynthia Woehrle - Explore the drawn and painted 
landscape throughout the galleries and learn how 
artists used colors together to create different 
scenes. Each week will students will sketch and 
paint different scenes from their own world using 
watercolor and tempera paints. 
W 8 classes: 9/23-11/11
Member $175 Nonmember $200

How Did They Make That? / 15FYMXD201
Helen Downey - Explore the museum’s collec-
tions and special exhibits. Spend time each class 
observing and drawing in the galleries. Discover 
what materials and techniques the artists used 
to create their masterpieces. Then, in the studio, 
use your imagination and similar materials and 
techniques to create your own masterpieces.  
Th 8 classes: 9/24-11/12
Member $175 Nonmember $200
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TEEN 14-17 Years
WAM’s intensive classes provide enough time 
to develop skills, create portfolio-appropriate 
artwork, and critique with other like-minded 
students. Teen classes include group critiques, 
socializing, and a break time. This is a great 
opportunity for college-bound artists, students 
looking to build their portfolios, or a new artist 
just looking to have some creative fun.

10am to 2:30pm
Art + Visual Culture 14-17 Years / 15FYMXD689
Elaine Smollin - This class is often a required 
college course nationally, as it introduces students 
to art globally. It is designed to be experimental, 
touching upon many different artists, materials, 
and movements. This studio class offers an over-
view of first-year college studio art with conversa-
tions in the galleries. All media welcomed.
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $275 Nonmember $300

Manga 14-17 Years / 15FYDRW502
Jamie Buckmaster - Learn the tricks and tips 
Manga cartoonists use, and create your own 
Manga-style comic strip.
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $275 Nonmember $300

5 to 8pm
Teen Portfolio Prep 14-17 Years / 
15FYMXD602
Lisa Montanaro - Examine the fundamentals of 2D 
and 3D art, including line, form, space, balance, 
value, and hue. Master basic skills and strengthen 
problem-solving abilities. Returning students will 
work on more advanced projects.
Th 8 classes: 9/24-11/12
Member $235 Nonmember $260

Clay and Sculpture 14-17 Years / 15FYSCL609
Elaine Smollin - This course explores the concept 
of “building” 3D structures in clay over an arma-
ture. We will explore human, animal forms and 
industrial design such as car, bowl, and boat.
Th 8 classes: 9/24-11/12
Member $235 Nonmember $260

Digital Arts 14-17 Years / 15FYCMP606
Jamie Buckmaster - This class focuses on design-
ing digital games. Gain an understanding as to 
how to create interesting and unique backgrounds 
and characters. Students will see examples from 
Gamemaker, Zbrush, and Maya 3D. No previous 
programming knowledge required.
Th 8 classes: 9/24-11/12
Member $235 Nonmember $260

11-13 Years
10am to 12pm
Time Travel / 15FYMXD410
Ellen Donaldson - Travel through time and learn 
myths and folklore from cultures around the world 
in the Museum galleries. Make mixed-media art 
that build connections between your imagination 
and the stories of those ancient cultures. 
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $175 Nonmember $200

12:30 to 6pm
Creative Construction / 15FYMXD335
Haruo Shiga - Visit the galleries and learn about 
sculpture from ancient to modern times. Then, ex-
plore the world of three-dimensional art, working 
with wood, paper, and other sculptural materials to 
practice basic construction methods.
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $175 Nonmember $200

Be Big, Be Bold / 15FYMXD528
Jessica Harris - Make big and bold drawings  
and paintings with expression and dynamism. 
Create large-scale artwork using a full range of 
values and gradations to create the illusion of 
volume and texture. 
Sa 8 classes: 9/19-11/7
Member $175 Nonmember $200

4 to 6pm
Landscape Painting / 15FYPNT611
Cynthia Woehrle - Explore the museum every 
week to discover how artists used color and tech-
niques to create landscapes. Students will learn 
about color, light, composition and perspective 
with different painting techniques for watercolor 
and tempera.  
Tu 8 classes: 9/22-11/10
Member $175 Nonmember $200

Claymation / 15FYCMP501
Jamie Buckmaster - Create and build characters 
and then photograph them frame-by-frame to cre-
ate a modern masterpiece of 3D animation.
W 8 classes: 9/23-11/11
Member $175 Nonmember $200

The Art of China and Japan/ 15FYMXD568
Elizabeth Buck - Visits to the Museum’s Asian  
galleries will inspire you as you work on  
projects inspired by a range of works from  
traditional origami and terracotta warriors to  
contemporary Manga.
Th 8 classes: 9/24-11/12
Member $175 Nonmember $200
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ART TIME 
5-13 Years with an Adult
Member $10 Nonmember $15

3:30 to 4pm
Mask Making / 15FYAT101
Jen Swan - Just in time for Halloween, learn how 
to combine traditional mask making techniques 
with recycled materials to create your own wear-
able masks. Hands-on family friendly Art Time will 
show you how to make a youth and an adult mask 
that you can take home. This class is designed for 
each student to experience art making with a par-
ent or other adult. Each adult can attend with up to 
two registered children.
Th 1 class: 10/15

Fall Into Art / 15FYAT103
Jen Swan - Experiment in a variety of media  
while having fun with your child in a creative 
environment. Learn art basics as you search the 
Museum and experiment in paint, collage, and 
clay to create individual and collaborative works 
of art. This class is designed for each student to 
experience art making with a parent or other  
adult. Each adult can attend with up to two  
registered children.
Th 1 class: 11/19
Member $235 Nonmember $260

Festive Cards / 15FYAT102
Jen Swan - Find out how to create your own 
printshop at home as you learn to design and print 
your own greeting cards using a combination of 
traditional print making techniques. This hands-on 
family Art Time will show you how to make a mul-
tiple copies of your cards to send to friends and 
family. This class is designed for each student to 
experience art making with a parent or other adult. 
Each adult can attend with up to two registered 
children.
Th 1 class: 12/17
Member $5 Nonmember $10

AFTERNOON OFF 
WORKSHOPS FOR KIDS
Looking for a fun interactive art class for  
elementary and middle school students  
offered during days when their school has  
early-release? 
Member $20 Nonmember $25

THURSDAY, 9/17 
12:30 to 2:30pm
Drawing Your World 5-7 Years / 15FYDRW310
Explore landscape, cityscape and dreamscape  
in the galleries. Then draw your own beautiful 
world using inks, watercolors, oil pastels, and 
other drawing materials.

Knights in Shining Armor 8-10 Years / 
15FYMXD358
Hear tales of knights in armor in the Museum 
collection. Back in the studio, learn to create your 
own shield, coat of arms or crown out of card-
board and other materials.

Poster Power 11-13 Years / 15FYCMP541
Learn about the power of illustration and graphic 
design. Use the computer to create images  
and words to support being “green” in the digital 
world today.

THURSDAY, 10/8 
12:30 to 2:30pm
Paint In Motion 5-7 Years / 15FYPNT571
Get moving and painting at the same time! Bend, 
twirl, jump and swirl! Look at the movement of 
lines and shapes in paintings and sculptures, and 
then paint a picture that dances.

3D Art 8-10 Years / 15FYSCL402
Expand your mind and artistic repertoire in this 
creative and challenging out-of-the box class. 
Stretch your art making techniques while exploring 
3D art.

Drawing with Charcoal 11-13 Years /  
15FYDRW312
Visit the Museum’s galleries to gain insight into 
the history of art. In the studio make drawings 
from direct observation, learning about proportion, 
perspective and the nature of light and shadow.
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FIRST SATURDAYS -  
FAMILIES MAKE ART
Stay after your family tour (starting time 

10:30am), or drop-in for this fun  
intergenerational time in the galleries. 
Get inspired by our art and try making 

something uniquely yours. Materials will 
be provided. Come recover your childlike 
sense of free spirited play! Per Person/

Project Fee: Member $2 Nonmember $2

11 to 11:30am
Autumn Art / 15FY0906

Sa 1 class: 9/6

Folk Fun/ 15FY1004
Sa 1 class: 10/4

Thanksgiving Table / 15FY1101
Sa 1 class: 11/1

Winter Wonders / 15FY1206
Sa 1 class: 12/6

TUESDAY, 12/8 
12:30 to 2:30pm
World of Wonder 5-7 Years / 15FYMXD301
Produce landscapes, seascapes,  
portraits and sculptures while learning about  
world-famous artists.

Myth-Matched Creatures 8-10 Years / 
15FYSCL810
What has an eagle’s head, a lion’s body and 
wings? Find out when you look at mythological 
creatures in the galleries, listen to myths, and  
then create your own 3D creature.

Illustration 11-13 Years / 15FYDRW511A
Visit the Museum and be inspired by an enormous 
Norman Rockwell drawing. Then, in the studio,  
illustrate your own images and learn how to 
include pop-ups, lettering/calligraphy, and repeat 
design to your creations.

THURSDAY, 12/10 
12:30 to 2:30pm
Long, Long Ago 5-7 Years / 15FYMXD310
The ancient objects in the Museum tell many 
kinds of stories, both real and imaginary. Tour the 
galleries and then return to the studio to create a 
book with your own story.

Time Machines 8-10 Years / 15FYMXD801
Build a personal time-traveling device that will 
magically transport you to fascinating times and 
places. Try out various art-making techniques 
from the near and distant past.

Mythology in Art 11-13 Years / 15FYMXD501
Create art from the myths of many cultures and 
time periods while exploring the common themes 
that span the ages.
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DAY OFF WORKSHOPS 
FOR KIDS AND TEENS
Looking for a creative way for your child to 
spend In-service day? Check out an art class!  
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Children ages 5-13 can join early morning  
(8:30-10am) and/or afternoon (2:30-5pm) 
extended day programs. More details about 
extended day and lunch are available online  
at worcesterart.org/classes.

FRIDAY, 10/9 
10am to 12pm
Painting Fun 5-7 Years / 15FYPNT307
Visit the galleries to look at a variety of paintings. 
In the studio, have fun mixing colors and working 
with painting materials.

Drawing From the City 8-10 Years /  
15FYDRW410
Draw buildings that surround the museum and 
explore cityscapes in the galleries. In the studio, 
use drawing materials to further develop your city 
drawings.

Cartooning 11-13 Years / 15FYDRW501B
Bring characters and their stories to life with pen, 
ink, pencils and markers in a comic strip or book 
format.

10am to 2:30pm
Figure Drawing 14-17 Years / 15FYDRW601
Work in charcoal from a live model, focusing on 
a variety of drawing techniques. This foundation 
class is both a good entry into drawing and  
a chance for those with drawing experience to  
continue to learn about gesture, contour,  
composition, and proportion.
Member $40 Nonmember $50

12:30 to 2:30pm
Wings, Tails and Scales 5-7 Years / 
15FYMXD336
Discover creatures that creep, wiggle and fly as 
you explore the Museum and hear stories about 
animals from around the world. Create your own 
real or imaginary animals with clay, paint and more.

3D Creatures 8-10 Years / 15FYSCL409
Step into a world of fantasy and discover  
creatures great and small plus the legends that 
surround them. Become an inventor and create 
your own creatures, habitats, and stories.

Studio Painting 11-13 Years / 15FYPNT312
Examine the fundamentals of painting, including 
line, form, space, balance, value and hue. Master 
basic skills and strengthen problem-solving  
abilities. This class is great as an introduction to 
the medium and for developing a portfolio.

TUESDAY, 11/3 
10am to 12pm
Knights and Castles 5-7 Years / 15FYMXD306
Explore Medieval art and culture through this fun-
filled class. Knights, dragons and tales of valor will 
come alive as you explore the galleries and create 
artwork with paint, paper, clay and more.

Express Yourself! 8-10 Years / 15FYMXD450
Get inspired in the Museum and let your creativity 
loose. Experiment in sculpture, printmaking, paint 
and other materials to develop fun, colorful and 
experimental projects.

Pop Art Painting 11-13 Years / 15FYPNT504
Visit the 20th-Century gallery, study the Warhol 
silkscreen as well as other ground breaking artists 
of the time and then paint a large scale artwork.

10am to 2:30pm
Printmaking 14-17 Years / 15FYPRT603
From the simplest methods to advanced tech-
niques, this class will focus on a variety of print-
making techniques. Explore monotype and relief 
techniques to find your favorite approach.
Member $40 Nonmember $50

12:30 to 2:30pm
Giant Animals 5-7 Years / 15FYMXD304
Go for an adventure in our Pre-Columbian,  
Greek, Egyptian, and Asian galleries and be on 
the lookout for animals. Back in the studio, create 
large animal sculptures out of paper, clay, and 
natural materials.

Discover Medieval Art 8-10 Years / 
15FYMXD382
You are hereby invited to explore the early days of 
knights and castles within the Museum’s  
galleries. Go through the gates of imagination and 
in the studio enjoy art making.

Inspired Sculpture 11-13 Years / 15FYSCL306
Learn about the Middle Ages by exploring the 
Museum’s KNIGHTS! exhibition. Students will be 
inspired to create their own style of 3D art.
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WEDNESDAY, 11/4 
10am to 12pm
Artful Doodles 5-7 Years / 15FYMXD303
Explore artwork in the galleries and learn to sketch 
what you see. Learn how to use lines, shading, 
how to create unique doodles, how to use and 
apply inspiration, play with scale and more!

Color and Light 8-10 Years / 15FYDAP501
Learn fun painting techniques to express yourself 
and strengthen your observational skills while 
working directly from objects in the Museum.  

Stop Go Animation 11-13 Years /  
15FYCMP504
Learn how to photograph your own drawings, 
paintings or sculptures frame-by-frame. Then put 
them all together to create your own stop motion 
animation film.

10am to 2:30pm
Painting Intensive 14-17 Years / 15FYPNT600
Look at Dutch, French, British, and American  
paintings in the galleries and develop painting 
skills while you create an advanced paintings.
Member $40 Nonmember $50

12:30 to 2:30pm
Wild Wooly 5-7 Years / 15FYMXD337
Get to know your fierce and friendly neighbors! 
Become explorers and hunt the galleries for wild 
animals. Make drawings of your findings, and then 
head to the studio to create real and imaginary 
animals using mixed materials.

Places and Spaces 8-10 Years /  
15FYMXD300C
Tour the Museum to discover the architecture of 
the Chapter House and look at paintings of cathe-
drals and homes painted hundreds of years ago 
in faraway lands. In the studio, create your own 
places and spaces using recycled materials! 

Cartooning 11-13 Years / 15FYDRW501
Bring characters and their stories to life with 
pen, ink, pencils, and markers in a comic strip or 
book format.

WEDNESDAY, 11/11 
10am to 12pm
Science and Art 5-7 Years / 15FYMXD357
Have fun exploring art and science! Learn about 
the beauty of the physical world all around you. 
Use all kinds of art materials to explore light, color, 
plants, animals, and recycling.

Depth Defying Drawing 8-10 Years /  
15FYDRW402
Learn how artists give depth to flat pictures during 
our gallery visits, and apply these techniques in 
the studio using drawing and other mediums.  
Create your own works of art using a variety of 
materials.

Junior Architects 11-13 Years / 15FYMXD390
Explore architecture in the Museum collection and 
visit the Chapter House. Design your own building 
for public use inspired by American architect, 
Frank Gehry. Working from sketches students will 
use recycled materials to build your own models.

10am to 2:30pm
Fashion Design 14-17 Years / 15FYFSH605
Designed for students interested in incorporating 
fashion design or fabric arts into their portfolios. 
Student will explore unique fabric techniques and 
complete projects that will expand your repertoire 
of artistic skills.
Member $40 Nonmember $50

Sketchbook Hacks 14-17 Years /  
15FYDRW199
Students will be introduced to keeping a  
sketchbook, finding the right tools, and easy  
exercises that will help them to find their own 
unique sketching style.
Member $40 Nonmember $50

12:30 to 2:30pm
Clay Poke Pinch Pretend 5-7 Years / 
15FYMXD338
Come explore the many possibilities of clay  
sculpture. Discover how other materials can be 
added to make your sculpture even more playful. 
Travel through the ancient galleries for inspiration, 
then create artifacts of your own.

Folk Art Fun 8-10 Years / 15FYMXD320
Create personal works of art in response to 
WAM’s American Folk Art, Lovingly Collected  
exhibition. Then head to the studio to make your 
own designs using a variety of mixed materials.

Printmaking 101 11-13Years / 15FYPRT301
Through the day, explore printmaking in the  
galleries and experience a variety of different  
printing techniques, bringing home your own 
series of prints.
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Materials
Spray paints, fixatives, and aerosols are prohibited in adult and youth classes. We recommend the 
use of non-toxic no odor solvents; ask your instructor for more information. The Worcester Art  
Museum is not responsible for materials left on the premises. Please bring any appropriate supplies 
you already have to the first class. Instructors will go over specific supply lists during the first 
class meeting.

Professional Development Partnerships/Points
PDPs are available for all Adult Classes. Request by email: transactions@worcesterart.org.  
Certificates are sent when the entire session has ended. For more information on how your school 
district can join the Professional Development Partnership Program, call the  
Registration Administrator at 508.793.4333 or email transactions@worcesterart.org. 

Confirmations/Schedule Changes
The Worcester Art Museum reserves the right to cancel any under-enrolled course, restrict the  
registration in a course, change instructors when necessary, and reschedule individual classes as 
needed and appropriate. If the Museum finds it necessary to cancel courses or make schedule 
changes, every effort will be made to notify registered students.

Schedule Changes & Inclement Weather Closings
In case of snow or inclement weather, please check worcesterart.org,  
facebook.com/worcesterart, www.whdh.com, or call 508.793.4333. 
Please note that Museum classes may still be held when local schools are closed.  
The Museum schedules make-up classes when possible. 

Refund Policy - Important!
Classes and adult workshops: a 90% refund is given upon withdrawal in writing 5 or more  
business days before first class meeting. Withdrawal must be in writing. Email withdrawal request to: 
transactions@worcesterart.org. No credits or refunds are given on withdrawals less than 5 business 
days before the first class meeting. When a class is canceled, students are issued a full refund. 
Vacation week programs: supervised lunch, extended day and workshop fees are non-refundable. 
Make-up classes are not offered if students are absent. Class tuition cannot be prorated due 
to student absences. 

Photos
From time to time our in-house photographers and members of the news media take pictures of 
students participating in classes and programs, as well as their artwork, which may be reproduced 
for promotional purposes. If you prefer that you or your child not be photographed, please inform 
the photographer. If we have used a photo or video of you that you would prefer not be used, please 
contact us by email transactions@worcesterart.org, request that we remove the image, and we will be 
happy to take the photo or video down from our website and not use the photo in future print publica-
tions. Please be sure to fully describe the page and image, so we can identify it correctly.

As a courtesy to other students and our faculty:
Out of consideration for other students, we ask that cell phones be turned off. If you must make a 
phone call during class, please use the Lancaster Lobby to avoid disturbing others. Students are not 
allowed to leave early from class without written parent release form filled with the Education desk.  
Parents and guests must wait in the Lancaster Lobby or the Museum galleries during their child’s 
class. Only registered students are allowed in the studios and galleries. 

Class Information
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Adult, Teen & Youth Workshops @ WAM

November Workshops
10am to 12pm
Royal Costumes 3-5 with an Adult / 
16WYWKS001
See our knights in shining armor and listen to 
stories in the gallery. In the studio, become a 
royal person in a medieval-style costume created 
by you! This class requires one adult per child 
enrolled; please no additional siblings or infants.
Sa 1 class: 11/21
Member $25 Nonmember $30

Desert Dreams 5-7 Years / 16WYWKS002
Travel to warm and tropical places in the Museum 
galleries and then create a sunny paradise of your 
own in a mixed-media collage.
Sa 1 class: 11/21
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Positive Perspective 8-10 Years / 
16WYWKS003
Ever wonder how things in paintings look far 
away and some look close up? Learn about visual 
perspective and create your own work on art using 
one and two point perspective.
Sa 1 class: 11/21
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Sculpture Then and Now 11-13 / 
16WYWKS004
Be inspired by our ancient art galleries and create 
your own contemporary sculpture. Combine mixed 
media and assemblage techniques.  
Sa 1 class: 11/21
Member $20 Nonmember $25

11:30am to 12:30pm
Pop-Up Cards- All Ages / 16WAWKS005
Pop-up cards workshop for kids and adults. Learn 
some basics and then come up with your own 
designs from there! This workshop is designed 
for students of all levels to experience art making. 
Students 13 years and under must be accompa-
nied by a parent or other adult. 
Su 1 class: 11/15
Per Person/Project Fee:  
Member $10 Nonmember $15

Circle Pattern Cards- All Ages / 
16WAWKS006
Pop-up cards workshop for kids and adults. 
Learn some basics then come up with your own 
designs from there! This workshops is designed 
for students of all levels to experience art making. 
Students 13 years and under must be accompa-
nied by a parent or other adult. 
Su 1 class: 11/22
Per Person/Project Fee:  
Member $10 Nonmember $15

Worcester Art Museum  
has a unique array of work-
shops this November and  
December. With more than 25  
offerings, there is something 
sure to fit your interests 
and schedule. Join us in the 
studio to make one-of-a-kind 
creations as a gift or as a 
treat for yourself. Many of our 
workshops are open to all 
ages and abilities. 

Adult, Teen 
& Youth 
Workshops  
@ WAM!
Sunday, November 15 - 
Thursday, December 17



1 to 4pm
Color Workshop / 16WAWKS407
Elaine Smollin - This is a color mixing workshop 
with model focus on the play of hue and volume 
of light, painter’s tools, the logic of color mixing 
and reflected color and light. To learn more about 
Pierre Bonnard’s art on view at WAM join us for 
Bonnard in the Studio on 11/19.
W 1 class: 11/18
Member $35 Nonmember $50

Take Photos Like a Rockstar / 16WAWKS370
Elaine Smollin - You and a friend will have the  
opportunity to stage and take photographs  
that are bold and colorful, like those seen in the  
Hassan Hajjaj: My Rock Stars exhibition.  
This workshop will cover lighting, discuss  
composition, use of color and presentation.  
Students must provide their own camera.  
This workshop is appropriate for ages 8 and up.
F 1 class: 11/20
Member $35 Nonmember $50  
per pair of registrants

4 to 6pm
Paint in Motion 5-7 Years / 16WYWKS057
Get moving and painting at the same time! Bend, 
twirl, jump, and swirl! Look at the movement of 
lines and shapes in paintings and sculptures, and 
then paint a picture that dances.
Th 1 class: 11/19
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Design a Board Game 8-10 Years / 
16WYWKS404
Exercise your creativity while developing a game 
based on your imagination. Visit the Museum  
galleries to inspire design and in-studio mixed 
media work to develop your game pieces. 
Th 1 class: 11/19
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Landscapes and Brushstrokes 11-13 Years / 
16WYWKS010
Explore Asian landscape painting and try your 
hand at brushstroke techniques from the East. 
Experiment with watercolor paints and various 
brush sizes.
Th 1 class: 11/19
Member $20 Nonmember $25

6 to 9pm
Bonnard in the Studio / 16WAWKS333
Elaine Smollin - Inspired by the bold color used in 
Pierre Bonnard’s Dining Room in the Country on 
view at WAM? This workshop will look at his color 
logic, compare today’s women figure painters’ 
color, and researchers who are life-long personal 
friends of Bonnard’s. Experience how Bonnard 
used color firsthand in our Color Workshop on 
11/18.
Th 1 class: 11/19
Member $35 Nonmember $50

December Workshops
9:30am to 12:30pm
Digital Photography Workflow / 
16WAWKS401
Richard Hoyer
In this three-part class, students will learn about 
Mastering Focus, White Balance, and Metering. 
While gaining an understanding of using  
Histograms, uploading digital images, and  
understanding digital image types. Along with 
Post-processing, Digital Workflow, and computer 
back up strategies for digital photographers. 
Includes lab fee.
Th 3 classes: 12/3, 12/10, 12/17
Member $65 Nonmember $90

Katagami (Stencil) and Furoshiki (Fabric 
Wrapping) / 16WAWKS385
Nefertiti Freytes – This two-day workshop will 
introduce students to katagami (Japanese stencil 
paper) and furoshiki (“furo” bath and “shiku” 
spread/lay). Begin by using traditional paper 
stencils to create beautiful patterns and motifs 
on cloth. During the second meeting students 
will learn how to turn their cloth into something 
special- wrapping a gift, for the environmentally-
conscious “recycling furoshiki” in lieu of plastic 
bags, along with many more great techniques. All 
materials will be provided.
F 2 classes: 12/4, 12/11
Member $50 Nonmember $65

Printmaking with Live Greenery /  
15WAWKS307A
Evergreen branches, holly twigs and more! Begin 
with a drawing then print your motif using water 
soluble inks on assorted colored paper. Includes 
materials fee.
W 1 class: 12/9
Member $35 Nonmember $50

Members save on classes! Join today at worcesterart.org/join



Winter Acrylic Scene / 15WAWKS314
In this workshop students will paint with acrylics 
on canvas to create a snowy, beautiful winter 
scene. Open to all levels. 
W 1 class: 12/9
Member $25 Nonmember $40

Hand Painted Wooden Boxes /  
16WAWKS301A
Create a one of-a-kind keepsake box hand 
painted and adorned with your own treasures. 
One small box included.
W 1 class: 12/9
Member $35 Nonmember $50

10am to 12pm
Gems Glitter and Gold 5-7 Years / 
16WYWKS312  
Come experience some mixed-media collages 
and sculptures, as we create our own sculptures 
that glisten and twinkle.
Sa 1 class: 12/12
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Awesome Adornments 8-10 Years / 
16WYWKS039   
Look at jewelry and armor in the Museum and 
then use cardboard and a variety of fun materials 
to create and decorate your own jewelry.
Sa 1 class: 12/12
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Digital Postcards 11-13 Years / 16WYWKS101
Use Photoshop and photos of yourself to place 
yourself in many new and exciting destinations, 
like Mt. Fuji or Monet’s garden!
Sa 1 class: 12/12
Member $20 Nonmember $25

10am to 2pm
Holiday Card Block Printing- All Ages / 
16WAWKS300
Make personal cards having fun cutting easy-cut 
or linoleum blocks. All materials provided, blocks 
may be taken with you.
W 1 class: 12/9
Member $35 Nonmember $50

11am to 1pm
The Art of Impermanence, Painting with 
Sand - All Levels / 16WAWKS011
Jane Lattimore - Students may work together  
to create sand paintings of their own design,  
then sweep up the sand at the close of the  
workshop – similar to Tibetan sand mandalas. 
WAM will provide the colored sand. Students  
can photograph the work as it progresses during 
the workshop.
Su 1 class: 12/6
Member $20 Nonmember $25

1 to 4pm
Improving Your Photographic Composition / 
16WAWKS304
Norm Eggert - Learn basic composition principles 
by studying techniques used in a selection of 
paintings and photographs in the galleries. Learn 
the importance of finding great light and improve 
your photographs by using form, patterns and 
texture. See how color, unusual perspective, and 
focus can add impact to your photographs. For 
film or digital photographers. Includes lab fee.
M 2 classes: 12/7, 12/14
Member $45 Nonmember $60

Hand Painted Ornaments / 16WAWKS316
In this short workshop, students will learn how 
to paint their own beautiful glass ornaments.  
Includes three ornaments.
F 1 class: 12/11
Member $35 Nonmember $50

Introduction to Ikebana / 16WAWKS133
Nefertiti Freytes - Discover your new talents and 
explore your creativity in the world of floral design. 
Students will learn basic principles and practical 
applications of design to gracefully decorate any 
space for daily enjoyment. All materials provided.
Su 1 class: 12/13
Member $35 Nonmember $50

Adult, Teen & Youth Workshops @ WAM



3 to 5pm
Family Fun: Behind the Scenes at WAM / 
16WYWKS131
Kelley Parsons - Ever wonder how really large 
paintings get into the Museum or why galleries are 
climate controlled? Discover how an art museum 
works! Back in the studio create a unique design 
for your museum. This class is designed for each 
student to experience art making with a parent or 
other adult. Each adult can attend with up to two 
registered children.
W 1 class: 12/2
Member $30 Nonmember $35

Street Photography- Lights in Worcester / 
16WAWK308
Richard Hoyer - This workshop will introduce you 
to snapping people, traffic, and buildings under 
streetlights and in low-light conditions. Students 
should be prepared to photograph outdoors. 
Includes lab fee.
Sa 2 classes: 12/5, 12/12
Member $45 Nonmember $60

Furoshiki (The Japanese Art of Wrapping 
with Textiles) - All Ages / 16WAWKS329
Nefertiti Freytes - Discover the ancient art of  
wrapping and accessorizing using versatile 
and eco-friendly textiles called Furoshiki. In this 
creative and colorful workshop, Nefertiti from Etnia 
Fusion will be showing multiple ways of how to 
use this charming Japanese invention to suit the 
needs of your daily life such as shopping, gifting, 
packing for a picnic and more. Feel free to bring 
an item of your choice to be wrapped! Best for 
ages 8 and up.
Th 1 class: 12/17
Member $35 Nonmember $50



Youth and Teen December Vacation Week Workshops

3-5 Years with an Adult
10am to 12pm
Art Together: Snow Collages / 15VVDMXD73
Bring the beauty of winter indoors when you  
create a multi-layered snow-scape collage. This 
class requires one adult per child enrolled, please 
no additional siblings or infants.
M 1 class: 12/28
Member $25 Nonmember $30

Art Together: Hat Tales / 15VVDMXD61
Look at the hats, clothes, hair, and accessories as 
you explore the American gallery in the Museum. 
In the studio, create a special hat based on an 
artwork that inspires you. This class requires 
one adult per child enrolled, please no additional 
siblings or infants.
Tu 1 class: 12/29
Member $25 Nonmember $30

Art Together: Focus On / 15VVDMXD419
Build your art vocabulary and appreciation for 
nature as you and your child explore the Museum 
and make your own mixed-media art. This class 
requires one adult per child enrolled, please no 
additional siblings or infants.
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $25 Nonmember $30

Art Together: Color Impressions /  
15VVDMXD15
Visit the Museum to see how Claude Monet used 
color in his work and experiment with color and 
light in your own Impressionist painting. This class 
requires one adult per child enrolled, please no 
additional siblings or infants.
Th 1 class: 12/31
Member $25 Nonmember $30

5+ Years with an Adult
12:30 to 2:30pm
Family Fun: Creative Creatures / 
15VVDMXD208
Study habitats, footprints, patterns, and  
personalities in this fun mixed-media exploration. 
Discover the wild world of animals in the artwork 
of the Museum and create wild and peaceful  
creatures of your own. This class is designed for 
each student to experience art making with a  
parent or other adult. Each adult can attend with 
up to two registered children.
M 1 class: 12/28
Member $25 Nonmember $30

Monday, December 28 - 
Thursday, December 31

Youth & Teen 
December 
Vacation 
Week  
Workshops



Family Fun: Decorative Arts / 15VVDMXD209
Explore the American Decorative Arts collection 
including paintings, clocks, furniture, and pottery. 
Create your own decorative arts using stencils, 
paint, and other materials. This class is designed 
for each student to experience art making with a 
parent or other adult. Each adult can attend with 
up to two registered children.
Tu 1 class: 12/29
Member $25 Nonmember $30

Family Fun: Museum Explorers / 
15VVDMXD202
Look closely at art in the galleries, exploring 
the beauty of color and texture from a variety of 
cultures. Classical and contemporary art will come 
to life as we create in this fun-filled class. This 
class is designed for each student to experience 
art making with a parent or other adult. Each adult 
can attend with up to two registered children.
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $25 Nonmember $30

Families Make Art: Mixed Media / 
15VVDMXD201
Visit the Museum together and get inspired by  
art from cultures around the world. In the studio, 
work together and independently to create  
amazing works of art.  This class is designed for 
each student to experience art making with a  
parent or other adult. Each adult can attend with 
up to two registered children.
Th 1 class: 12/31
Member $25 Nonmember $30

5-7 Years
10am to 12pm
What’s the Catch / 15VVDSCL44
See the different images and stories of the sea 
in the galleries. Imagine what is under the water 
or on the beach and put that in your story. In the 
studio, create a 3D version of your sea creature. 
M 1 class: 12/28
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Treasure Trove / 15VVDMXD519
Discover sunken treasures from distant lands! In 
the studio, design your own special treasure chest 
or wearable treasures.
Tu 1 class: 12/29
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Make Then Play It / 15VVDMXD012
The works of famous artists and great masters  
will provide the basis for the students to create 
their own musical instrument using a variety of 
mixed materials.
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Winter Wonderland / 15VVDPNT10
Visit the American and European galleries to  
see our winter seascapes and landscapes.  
Then, create your own painting of snow-covered 
mountains or stormy seas.   
Th 1 Class: 12/31 
Member $20 Nonmember $25

12:30 to 2:30pm
Animals in Art / 15VVDMXD332 
Discover images of our friends with fins,  
feathers and fur in the collection. Tour the  
Museum and get inspired by works of art.   
In the studio, learn techniques to draw animals 
and their environments. 
M 1 class: 12/28 
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Heroes Villains and Creatures / 
15VVDDRW300
Learn basic drawing skills and create your own 
original superheroes, villains and creatures.  
Lead your characters into action by drawing  
comic strip adventures! 
Tu 1 class: 12/29
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Action Painting / 15VVDPNT21
Learn about the Abstract Expressionist paintings 
and then bring your inspiration to the studio to 
create a painting that gives the feeling of a place, 
event, person or time. 
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Explore Our World / 15VVDMXD30
View landscapes in the galleries done by  
world-famous artists spanning hundreds of years. 
Back in the studio create your own vibrant mixed-
media landscape.
Th 1 class: 12/31
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Members save on classes! Join today at worcesterart.org/join



8-10 Years
10am to 12pm
Print It! / 15VVDPRT22
Get ideas in the galleries, then back in the  
studio sketch out your ideas, and make prints 
using foam plates to experiment with your own 
multiple images.
M 1 class: 12/28 
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Carving Stories/ 15VVDSCL42
Many of the sculptures in the gallery portray 
stories and images from myths. Sketch some 
designs and then learn how to carve clay to  
make your 3D design.
Tu 1 class: 12/29
Member $20 Nonmember $25

What’s the Buzz? / 15VVDMXD013
Create mini butterflies, bumble bees, fireflies, or 
any other insects you can imagine. Then string 
them together to make a colorful mobile you can 
hang in your room at home. 
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Noise Makers / 15VVDMXD62
Get ready for a celebration! Create bright and 
colorful drums, shakers, and other noise makers 
to help ring in the New Year!
Th 1 class: 12/31
Member $20 Nonmember $25

12:30 to 2:30pm
Comic Art / 15VVDDAP7 
Tour the galleries and discover how artists tell  
stories through their work. In the studio, create 
your own characters and comic adventures.  
Bring photos that you want to turn into art.
M 1 class: 12/28
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Mixed Up Photos / 15VVDPHT33
Use found objects, images, slides, negatives and 
transparencies to make inventive photographic 
collages that are your very own work of art.  
Camera not required.
T 1 class: 12/29
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Fashion Runway / 15VVDFSH404
First visit the colorful Hassan Hajjaj: My Rock 
Stars video installation. Then learn how to apply 
color, create texture, and use pattern to make 
fabric designs come to life on paper.
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Peter Pan Pirates / 15VVDSWD305
Ahoy, there swabbie! Join us for a swashbuck-
ling adventure of the high seas! Dancing with a 
dagger, sailing with a sabre, and fancy footwork 
all to be taught to the new recruits. Your inventory 
of weaponry will include cutlass, single-handed 
sword, dagger and basic grappling. 
Signed waiver needed at time of registration.
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $20 Nonmember $25

3D Construction / 15VVDSCL408 
Explore architecture, space, and perspective  
in the Museum and combine with drawing  
and sculpting methods.  Use wood, wire, or 
recycled materials to design, build, and decorate 
your creations. 
Th 1 class: 12/31
Member $20 Nonmember $25

11-13 Years
10:30am to 12pm
It’s All in Perspective / 15VVDMXD420
See the world from different points of view, as you 
go on an imaginary journey that will open your 
eyes to size.  Learn how to draw aerial views, 
and use two-point perspective to create realistic 
pictures from up high and down low.
M 1 class: 12/28
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Painting / 15VVDPNT502
Explore the process of painting and strengthen 
your skills in using color, light, composition,  
special effects, and perspective. View Dutch, 
French, British, and American paintings, and 
experiment with tempera paints to build skills and 
inspire creativity.
Tu 1 class: 12/29
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Knights of the Round Table / 15VVDSWD303
Have the tales of King Arthur and his knights 
stirred the warrior inside you? Come learn how 
to use the weapons of the Medieval era! Student 
knights will be instructed in how to use the sword, 
dagger, and polearm. Any young squire who  
enjoys fantasy books, shows, or video games 
involving sword play will enjoy this venture.  
Signed waiver needed.
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Youth and Teen December Vacation Week Workshops



Frugal Fashion / 15VVDFSH500
In the galleries, look at patterns and clothing to 
fuel your creativity in Hassan Hajjaj: My Rock 
Stars video installation. Then, design your own 
cool piece of clothing from new and recycled 
materials.
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Digital Portraits / 15VVDCMP102
Take a picture of yourself with a digital camera. 
Then using the computer, manipulate your photo 
to make a portrait of yourself during the different 
seasons: summer, winter, spring and fall. 
Th 1 class: 12/31

12:30 to 2:30pm
Look Up to the Sky / 15VVDDRW19
Look up! Tour the galleries to view scenes of  
the sky. Then using a variety of mixed materials, 
create your own sky with a sun, moon, clouds,  
or stars. 
M 1 class: 12/28
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Intro to Sculpture / 15VVDSCL406
Build your skills in basic sculpture techniques us-
ing the galleries for inspiration to explore the work 
of famous sculptors. In the studio, learn hand-
building with clay and create works all your own.
Tu 1 class: 12/29
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Cartooning / 15VVDDRW501
Bring characters and their stories to life  
with pen, ink, pencils and markers in a comic  
strip or book format. 
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $20 Nonmember $25

Alternative Photography / 15VVDPHT500
Learn about alternative photography techniques, 
including photo-montage and image transfers. 
These no-fail projects will inspire you and give 
 you the foundation to create one-of-kind  
photographic prints while strengthening your 
visual skills. Bring copies of images you want to 
turn into a work of art.
Th 1 class: 12/31
Member $20 Nonmember $25

14- 17 Years
10am to 2:30pm
Manga / 15VVDDRW620
Comic book art was created in America, but then 
Japan turned comics into a phenomenon.  
Discover how Manga differs from comics in the 
U.S. Learn some tricks and tips Manga cartoonists 
use, and create your own Manga-style comic strip.
M 1 class: 12/28
Member $40 Nonmember $50

Drawing for Teens / 15VVDDRW613
Learn drawing techniques and work from  
still-life arrangements, landscapes and clothed 
figures. The focus is both on the exploration of 
creative processes and on developing strong 
foundational skills. 
Tu 1 class: 12/29
Member $40 Nonmember $50

Photo Composition - Beyond the Selfie / 
15VVDPHT600
Learn how to take a better photograph with 
any camera. We will cover a few of the techni-
cal “rules” of proper exposure, but this class will 
concentrate on things you can use to make any 
image better. You will learn the skills to make any 
camera work for you and have fun doing it! 
W 1 class: 12/30
Member $40 Nonmember $50

Cyanotypes / 15VVDPRT014
Learn how to utilize light and chemistry to make 
beautiful cyan-blue prints. Feel free  
to bring small objects with various degrees of  
transparency, such as plants or keepsakes.
Th 1 class: 12/31
Member $40 Nonmember $50

Fashion Design / 15VVDFSH605
View the bold colorful fashions seen in Hassan 
Hajjaj: My Rock Stars video installation. Then 
learn to draw fashion figures, create mood boards 
and expand confidence in your own wardrobe. 
Th 1 class: 12/31
Member $40 Nonmember $50

Register online worcesterart.org/classes


